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Diagonal Indoor Pool Table
by Yonoh, 2018
Materials
Structure: Steel with micro textured powder
coated polyester paint.
Cloth: Simonis 860, 90% worsted wool and
10% nylon.
Board: 0.79 in | 20 mm thickness 1 piece fibre
cement.
Legs: Iroko wood.
Cushion: K66 premium rubber cushion.

Includes
Balls set (16 Aramith Premium Balls)
2 Cues (Dufferin club cue Canadian Maple)
1 triangle
12 Black Chalk Master
1 Table Brush

Structure

white

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

Cloth:

black

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

red

RAL 3020
TEXTURED

blue

green

RAL 5001 NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED
TEXTURED

black

Legs:

grey

burgundy

grey blue

classic green

iroko

8.500 €

9.300 €

8ft American

7ft American

31.4 in | 80 cm

31.4 in | 80 cm

Product weight
439.8 lb | 224 kg
Packaging dimensions
98x58x21.6 in |
248x148x55 cm

92.7 in | 235,5 cm

102.4 | 260 cm

Packaging dimensions
107.1x62.2x21.6 in |
272x158x55 cm
Packaging weight
705.5 lb | 320 kg

59.7 in | 152 cm

53.1 in | 135 cm

Packaging weight
639.3 lb | 290 kg

Product weight
529 lb | 240 kg

Playing area: 78.7x39.4 in | 200x100 cm
Playing area: 88.2x44.1 in | 224x112 cm

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

white

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

black

RAL 3020
TEXTURED

red

RAL 5001 NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED
TEXTURED

blue

green

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

white

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

black

RAL 3020
TEXTURED

red

RAL 5001 NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED
TEXTURED

blue

green

DIPTA7-1N

DIPTA7-2N

DIPTA7-3N

DIPTA7-4N

DIPTA7-5N

DIPTA8-1N

DIPTA8-2N

DIPTA8-3N

DIPTA8-4N

DIPTA8-5N

Walnut or oak legs
Change the iroko wooden legs
for walnut or oak ones.

walnut

650 €

oak
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Diagonal Outdoor Pool Table
by Yonoh, 2020
Materials
Structure: Primer coated steel with micro
textured powder coated polyester paint.
Cloth: Solids from Sunbrella (100% acrylic).
Board: 0.79 in | 20 mm thickness 1 piece fibre
cement.
Legs: Iroko wood.
Cushion: K66 premium rubber cushion.

Includes
Protective cover
Balls set (16 Aramith Premium Balls)
2 Cues (Dufferin club cue Canadian Maple)
1 triangle
12 Black Chalk Master
1 Table Brush

Structure

white

Cloth:

black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

black

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

Legs:

carbon

iroko

natural

9.750 €

10.500 €

8ft American

92.7 in | 235,5 cm

Product weight
439.8 lb | 224 kg

31.4 in | 80 cm

31.4 in | 80 cm

7ft American

Packaging dimensions
98x58x21.6 in |
248x148x55 cm
102.4 | 260 cm

Packaging dimensions
107.1x62.2x21.6 in |
272x158x55 cm
Packaging weight
705.5 lb | 320 kg

59.7 in | 152 cm

53.1 in | 135 cm

Packaging weight
639.3 lb | 290 kg

Product weight
529 lb | 240 kg

Playing area: 78.7x39.4 in | 200x100 cm
Playing area: 88.2x44.1 in | 224x112 cm

white

4

black

white

black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

DIPTOUTA7-1N

DIPTOUTA7-2N

DIPTOUTA8-1N

DIPTOUTA8-2N
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Diagonal Top
by Yonoh, 2019
Materials
Indoor top: Cross-ply and iroko, walnut or oak
finish.
Outdoor top: HPL (white or black).
It comes in three pieces.

Indoor finishes

Indoor

walnut

oak

HPL white

Outdoor

1.790 €

2.100 €

Indoor

HPL black

Outdoor

1.950 €

2.400 €

8ft American

53 in | 135 cm

7ft American
Product weight
105.8 lb | 48 kg

Product weight
132.3 lb | 60 kg

Packaging dimensions
57.8x35x9.8 in |
147x89x25 cm

Packaging dimensions
63.4x37.4x10.2 in |
161x95x26 cm

59.7 in | 152 cm

iroko

Outdoor finishes

Packaging weight
114.6 lb | lb 55 kg

31 in | 78,4 cm

Packaging weight
147.7 lb | 67 kg

33.6 in | 86,5 cm

93 in | 235,5 cm

102.4 in | 260 cm
1 in | 2 cm

1 in | 2 cm

iroko

walnut

oak

white

black

7 FEET

DIAGTOP7IRN

DIAGTOP7WTN

DIAGTOP7OKN

DIAGTOPHPL7-1N

DIAGTOPHPL7-2N

8 FEET

DIAGTOP8IRN

DIAGTOP8WTN

DIAGTOP8OKN

DIAGTOPHPL8-1N

DIAGTOPHPL8-2N
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Mou Indoor Floor Cue Rack
by Yonoh, 2019
Materials
Structure: Steel finished with micro textured
powder coated polyester paint.
Trays: Iroko, walnut or oak.

Includes
Wheels

The floor cue rack does not include the
Diagonal accessories. They come with the
pool table.

Structure

white

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

Trays

black

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

red

RAL 3020
TEXTURED

blue

green

RAL 5001 NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED
TEXTURED

iroko

walnut

oak

24 in | 61,7 cm

16 in | 41 cm

890€
Product weight
33 lb | 15 kg
Packaging dimensions
18.9x17.3x26.4 in |
48x44x67 cm
Packaging weight
35.5 lb | 16 kg

16.3 in | 41,5 cm

structure
trays

white

iroko

walnut

oak

6

black

red

blue

green

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 3020
TEXTURED

RAL 5001
TEXTURED

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

MOUFLOORAIR-1N

MOUFLOORAIR-2N

MOUFLOORAIR-3N

MOUFLOORAIR-4N

MOUFLOORAIR-5N

MOUFLOORAWT-1N

MOUFLOORAWT-2N

MOUFLOORAWT-3N

MOUFLOORAWT-4N

MOUFLOORAWT-5N

MOUFLOORAOK-1N

MOUFLOORAOK-2N

MOUFLOORAOK-3N

MOUFLOORAOK-4N

MOUFLOORAOK-5N
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Mou Outdoor Floor Cue Rack
by Yonoh, 2020
Materials
Structure: Primer coated steel with micro
textured powder coated polyester paint.
Trays: HPL (white or black).
Wooden details: Iroko wood.

Includes
Wheels
Protective cover

The floor cue rack does not include the
Diagonal accessories. They come with the
pool table.

Structure and trays

white

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

Wooden details

black

iroko

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

16 in | 41 cm

24 in | 61,7 cm

1.100€
Product weight
33 lb | 15 kg
Packaging dimensions
18.9 x 17.3 x 26.4 in |
48 x 44 x 67 cm
Packaging weight
35.5 lb | 16 kg

16.3 in | 41,5 cm

structure
trays

white

iroko

black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

MOUFLOOROUTIR-1N

MOUFLOOROUTIR-2N
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Diagonal and Mou Accesories
16 balls

Aramith Premium set.
DIAGBALLS16

Cloth brush
DIAGBRUSH

1 cue

Dufferin club Canadian
Maple. 147 cm | 57.87 in
DIAGCUE1UN

260 €

12 €

85 €

Protective cover

95 €

325 €

1 triangle

20 €

360 €

12 black chalk master

15 €

MOUFCRCOV

DIAKIDCUE1

Protective cover

Diagonal
7ft

DIAG7COVER

Protective cover

Diagonal
8ft

1 kid cue

Triton Carom 52
120 cm | 47.2 in

190 €

Mou Floor Cue Rack

DIAGTRIAN

DIAGBKCHALK12

DIAG8COVER

Protective cover fabric
100% solution dyed polyester.
Polyurethane coating on one side.

8
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You and Me Outdoor Ping Pong Table
by Antoni Pallejà Office, 2013
Materials
Structure: Steel with cataphoretic coating
process and micro textured powder coated
polyester paint.
Top: HPL (white or black).
Legs: Iroko wood.
Net: Coated polyester fabric.

Includes
Net
Paddles set (2 units)
Balls set (6 units)

HPL Tables · Indoor | Outdoor
Structure & Top

iroko

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

3.400 €

220 Medium

2.200 €

180 Small

108 in | 274 cm

30 in | 76 cm

30 in | 76 cm

30 in | 76 cm

Standard

2.750 €

39.4 in | 100 cm

70.9 in | 180 cm

47 in | 120 cm

72 in | 184 cm

60 in | 152,5 cm

86.6 in | 220 cm

Product weight
238 lb | 108 kg

Product weight
165 lb | 75 kg

Product weight
143.3 lb | 65 kg

Packaging dimensions
64.6x59.8x20.7 in |
164x152x53 cm

Packaging dimensions
88.6x52.6x19.7 in |
225x134,2x50 cm

Packaging dimensions
74.8x46x20.8 in |
190x117x53 cm

Packaging weight
308.5 lb | 140 kg

Packaging weight
220.5 lb | 100 kg

Packaging weight
165 lb | 75 kg

HPL
white

HPL
black

HPL
white

HPL
black

HPL
white

52 in | 132 cm

black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

60 in | 152,5 cm

white

Legs

HPL
black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

YMS-1N

YMS-2N

YM22-1N

YM22-2N

YM18-1N

YM18-2N

You and Me Top Replacement
Standard

HPL white
YMSTOP-1

HPL black
YMSTOP-2

1.150 €

220 Medium
HPL white
YM22TOP-1

HPL black
YM22TOP-2

880 €

180 Small
HPL white
YM18TOP-1

HPL black
YM18TOP-2

680 €

index
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You and Me Indoor Ping Pong Table
by Antoni Pallejà Office, 2013
Materials
Structure: Steel with cataphoretic coating
process and micro textured powder coated
polyester paint.
Top: Walnut or oak wood.
Legs: Walnut or oak wood.
Net: Coated polyester fabric.

Includes
Net
Paddles set (2 units)
Balls set (6 units.

Wooden Tables · Indoor

walnut

black

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

oak

4.490 €

2.900 €

108 in | 274 cm

30 in | 76 cm

180 Small
30 in | 76 cm

220 Medium
30 in | 76 cm

Standard

3.650 €

70.9 in | 180 cm

47 in | 120 cm

72 in | 184 cm

60 in | 152,5 cm

86.6 in | 220 cm

39.4 in | 100 cm

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

60 in | 152,5 cm

white

Top & Legs

Product weight
260 lb | 118 kg

Product weight
220.5 lb | 100 kg

Product weight
165.3 lb | 75 kg

Packaging dimensions
64.6x59.8x20.7 in |
164x152x53 cm

Packaging dimensions
88.6x52.6x19.7 in |
225x134,2x50 cm

Packaging dimensions
74.8x46x20.8 in |
190x117x53 cm

Packaging weight
330.7 lb | 150 kg

Packaging weight
265 lb | 120 kg

Packaging weight
220.5 lb | 100 kg

walnut
white

walnut
black

oak
white

oak
black

walnut
white

walnut
black

oak
white

oak
black

walnut
white

walnut
black

oak
white

52 in | 132 cm

Structure

oak
black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

YMS-W1N

YMS-W2N

YMS-K1N

YMS-K2N

YM22-W1N

YM22-W2N

YM22-K1N

YM22-K2N

YM18-W1N

YM18-W2N

YM18-K1N

YM18-K2N

You and Me Top Replacement
Standard
Oak

YMSTOPK

10

Walnut

YMSTOPW

1.900 €

220 Medium
Oak

YM22TOPK

Walnut

YM22TOPW

1.150 €

180 Small
Oak

YM22TOPK

Walnut

YM22TOPW

980 €
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You and Me Bench
by Antoni Pallejà Office, 2015

15 in |
38 cm

71 in | 180 cm

Product weight
55 lb | 25 kg

18 in |
45,4 cm

120 Bench

15 in |
38 cm

47 in | 120 cm

Product weight
38 lb | 17 kg

Packaging weight
176.4 lb | 80 kg

1 unit
180 Bench

KIT 2 units
180 Bench

Packaging
dimensions
75x19x6 in |
190,5x48,3x15,2 cm

Packaging
dimensions
75x19x12 in |
190,5x48,3x30,5 cm

Packaging weight
60 lb | 27,2 kg

Packaging weight
120 lb | 54,4 kg

1 unit
120 Bench

KIT 2 units
120 Bench

Packaging
dimensions
52x19x6 in |
132,1x48,3x15,2 cm

Packaging
dimensions
52x19x12 in |
132,1x48,3x30,5 cm

Packaging weight
42 lb | 19 kg

Packaging weight
84 lb | 38,1 kg

18 in |
45,4 cm

Packaging weight
88.2 lb | 40 kg

87 in | 220 cm
15 in |
38 cm

Packaging
dimensions
116x19x12 in |
295x48,3x30,5 cm

Product weight
70 lb | 31,4 kg

160 Bench
18 in |
45,4 cm

18 in |
45,4 cm

180 Bench

Packaging
dimensions
116x19x6 in |
295x48,3x15,2 cm

220 Bench

63 in | 160 cm
15 in |
38 cm

Product weight
83.7 lb | 38 kg

KIT 2 units
285 Bench

Product weight
49 lb | 22,2 kg

50 Stool
18 in |
45,4 cm

15 in |
38 cm

112.2 in | 285 cm

1 unit
285 Bench

20 in | 50 cm
15 in |
38 cm

18 in |
45,4 cm

285 Bench

1 unit
220 Bench

KIT 2 units
220 Bench

Packaging
dimensions
90x19x6 in |
231,1x48,3x15,2 cm

Packaging
dimensions
90x19x12 in |
231,1x48,3x30,5 cm

Packaging weight
72 lb | 32,6 kg

Packaging weight
145 lb | 65,7 kg

1 unit
160 Bench

KIT 2 units
160 Bench

Packaging
dimensions
70.9x19x6 in |
180x48,3x15,2 cm

Packaging
dimensions
70.9x19x12 in |
180x48,3x30,5 cm

Packaging weight
57 lb | 26 kg

Packaging weight
114.6 lb | 52 kg

1 unit
50 Bench

KIT 2 units
50 Bench

Packaging
dimensions
24x19x6 in |
61x48,3x15,2 cm

Packaging
dimensions
24x19x12 in |
61x48,3x30,5 cm

Packaging weight
20 lb | 9,1 kg

Packaging weight
40 lb | 18,1 kg

Product weight
17.8 lb | 8 kg

index
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Iroko · Indoor | Outdoor
Materials
Structure: Steel with cataphoretic coating
process and micro textured powder coated
polyester paint.
Seat: Iroko wood.

Product options
Ask for custom sizes.

Structure

white

Seat

iroko

black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

1 Unit

white

12

2 Units Kit

black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

285

BYM28-1N

BYM28-2N

220

BYM22-1N

180

white

black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

1.110 €

K2-BYM28-1N

K2-BYM28-2N

2.100 €

BYM22-2N

775 €

K2-BYM22-1N

K2-BYM22-2N

1.475 €

BYM18-1N

BYM18-2N

675 €

K2-BYM18-1N

K2-BYM18-2N

1.280 €

160

BYM16-1N

BYM16-2N

620 €

K2-BYM16-1N

K2-BYM16-2N

1.180 €

120

BYM12-1N

BYM12-2N

575 €

K2-BYM12-1N

K2-BYM12-2N

1.090 €

50

BYM05-1N

BYM05-2N

375 €

K2-BYM05-1N

K2-BYM05-2N

710 €
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Oak · Indoor
Materials
Structure: Steel with cataphoretic coating
process and micro textured powder coated
polyester paint.
Seat: Oak wood.

Product options
Ask for custom sizes.

Structure

white

Seat

black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

oak

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

1 Unit

white

2 Units Kit

black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

220

BYM22-K1N

BYM22-K2N

180

BYM18-K1N

120

50

white

black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

1.150 €

K2-BYM22-K1N

K2-BYM22-K2N

2.185 €

BYM18-K2N

895 €

K2-BYM18-K1N

K2-BYM18-K2N

1.700 €

BYM12-K1N

BYM12-K2N

695 €

K2-BYM12-K1N

K2-BYM12-K2N

1.320 €

BYM05-K1N

BYM05-K2N

475 €

K2-BYM05-K1N

K2-BYM05-K2N

900 €
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Benches · Cushions
Materials
Upholstery: Natté from Sunbrella (100%
acrylic).

Sunbrella

dark taupe

Weight
5.8 lb | 2,6 kg

Weight
4.4 lb | 2 kg

Weight
3.6 lb | 1,6 kg

285

220

180

160

120

50

14

Weight
3.1 lb | 1,4 kg

1.2 in |
3 cm

20 in | 50 cm

Weight
2.4 lb | 1 kg

15 in |
38 cm

1.2 in |
3 cm

50

15 in |
38 cm

47 in | 120 cm

15 in |
38 cm

63 in | 160 cm

1 Unit

Sunbrella

120
1.2 in |
3 cm

1.2 in |
3 cm

71 in | 180 cm

15 in |
38 cm

87 in | 220 cm

15 in |
38 cm

112.2 in | 285 cm

160

180
1.2 in |
3 cm

220
1.2 in |
3 cm

285

15 in |
38 cm

white

Weight
1 lb | 0,45 kg

2 Units Kit

white

dark taupe

white

dark taupe

CUYM28-O1

CUYM28-O2

330 €

K2-CUYM28-O1

K2-CUYM28-O2

625 €

CUYM22-O1

CUYM22-O2

285 €

K2-CUYM22-O1

K2-CUYM22-O2

540 €

CUYM18-O1

CUYM18-O2

240 €

K2-CUYM18-O1

K2-CUYM18-O2

460 €

CUYM16-O1

CUYM16-O2

210 €

K2-CUYM16-O1

K2-CUYM16-O2

350 €

CUYM12-O1

CUYM12-O2

185 €

K2-CUYM12-O1

K2-CUYM12-O2

315 €

CUYM05-O1

CUYM05-O2

110 €

K2-CUYM05-O1

K2-CUYM05-O2

210 €
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You and Me Collection
Suggested sets
Standard Table
1
2
3
2

standard table
220 benches
120 benches
50 stools

1 standard table
6 120 benches

220 Medium Table
1 220 medium table
2 220 benches
2 120 benches

1 220 medium table
2 220 benches
4 50 stools

180 Small Table
1 180 small table
2 180 benches
2 50 stools

1 180 small table
2 120 benches
4 50 stools

index
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RS Stationary Ping Pong Table
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2017
Materials
Inox finish: Shot blasted stainless steel lacquered.
RAL colour finish: Steel with cataphoretic
coating process and micro textured powder
coated polyester paint.
Top: HPL (white or black).
Legs: Iroko wood.
Net: Coated polyester fabric.

Includes
Net
Paddles set (2 units)
Balls set (6 units)

3.250 €

Colours

RSS-2N

RSS-5N

16

Packaging dimensions
68x70x21 in |
172,7x154,9x53,3 cm

108 in | 274 cm

Packaging weight
330.7 lb | 150 kg

72 in | 184 cm

green

60 in | 152,5 cm

RSS-1N

black

RAL 9005 NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED
TEXTURED

30 in | 76 cm

white

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

Product weight
264.5 lb | 120 kg

index
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RS Folding Ping Pong Table
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2017

Materials
Structure: Steel with cataphoretic coating
process and micro textured powder coated
polyester paint.
Top: HPL (white or black).
Legs: Iroko wood.
Net: Coated polyester fabric.

Includes
Net
Paddles set (2 units)
Balls set (6 units)

4.600 €
Structure

RSF-2N

72 in | 184 cm

RSF-1N

60 in | 152,5 cm

black

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

30 in | 76 cm

64 in | 162,5 cm

white

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

Product weight
286.6 lb | 130 kg

108 in | 274 cm

28 in | 71 cm

Packaging dimensions
68x32x73 in |
172,7x81,3x185,4 cm
Packaging weight
330.7 lb | 150 kg
It comes assembled.

green

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED
RSF-5N

Ping Pong Accesories

Balls

6 units set

Paddles

2 units set

Floor Anchoring
System

8€

Standard (YMS & Stationary)

50 €

YMCS

You and Me 220
220 €

Wheels

Protective cover

YMC22

You and Me 180
YMC18

RS Folding Ping Pong
RSFC

285 €

250 €

190 €

4 units set
(2 wheels with brakes)

You and Me
YMWH

280 €

RS Stationary Ping
Pong

280 €

RSPPWH

310 €

Protective cover fabric
100% solution dyed polyester.
Polyurethane coating on one side.

index
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RS2 Football Table
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2006

Includes
Balls set (7 units)
2 extra players (1 per team)

Indoor

Outdoor
3.500 €

white

black

red

4.450 €

blue

white

black

red

blue

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 3020
TEXTURED

RAL 5001
TEXTURED

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 3020
TEXTURED

RAL 5001
TEXTURED

RS2-1N

RS2-2N

RS2-3N

RS2-4N

RS2X-1N

RS2X-2N

RS2X-3N

RS2X-4N

vs.

vs.

vs.

vs.

vs.

vs.

vs.

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

RAL 7044
TEXTURED

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

green

inox shot
blasting

RS2-5N

RS2-7N

RS2X-5N

RS2-X

green

vs.

grey

vs.

vs.

vs.

vs.

Materials

Materials

RAL colour finish: Steel structure and
micro textured powder coated polyester
paint.
Field: HPL (green, cream or black).
Players: Cast aluminium.
Handles: Wood with polyester paint.

Inox finish: Shot blasted stainless steel
lacquered.
RAL colour finish: Steel structure and
micro textured powder coated polyester
paint.
Field: HPL (green, cream or black).
Players: Cast aluminium.
Handles: Wood with polyester paint.

Packaging dimensions
63x53x22 in |
160x134,6x55,9 cm

51 in | 128 cm

31 in | 79,5 cm

38 in | 96,5 cm

Product weight
196.2 lb | 89 kg

Packaging weight
266.8 lb | 121 kg

59 in | 150 cm

Customised players
(2 Complete teams)

250 €

Ask for Customisation options
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RS2 Gold Football Table
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2016
Materials
Structure: Stainless steel and micro textured
powder coated polyester paint.
Field: HPL (black).
Players: Cast aluminium in gold and silver
chrome plating.
Handles: Wood with polyester paint.
Gold chrome plating bearing: The score
counter, ball bearing, screws and other small
pieces.

Includes
Balls set (7 units)
2 extra players (1 per team)

5.690 €

gold
chrome
plating
and white

gold
chrome
plating
and black

RS2G-1N

RS2G-2N

vs.

vs.

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

51 in | 128 cm

31 in | 79,5 cm

Product weight
196.2 lb | 89 kg
38 in | 96,5 cm

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

Packaging dimensions
63x53x22 in |
160x134,6x55,9 cm
Packaging weight
266.8 lb | 121 kg

59 in | 150 cm

index
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RS2 Dining Table
by José Andrés and Rafael Rodríguez, 2014
Materials
Outdoor Inox finish: Shot blasted stainless
steel lacquered.
Outdoor RAL colour finish: Stainless steel
structure and micro textured powder coated
polyester paint.
Indoor RAL colour finish: Steel and micro
textured powder coated polyester paint.
Glass: 0.4 in | 1 cm tempered glass.
Field: HPL (green, cream or black).
Players: Cast aluminium.
Handles: Iroko wood.

Includes
Balls set (7 units)
2 extra players (1 per team)

Colours

white

black

red

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 3020
TEXTURED

vs.

vs.

vs.

vs.

blue

green

RAL 5001
TEXTURED

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

vs.

vs.

inox shot
blasting
vs.

39.9 in | 100 cm

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

Product weight
324 lb | 147 kg

51.2 in | 130 cm

grey

RAL 7044
TEXTURED

Packaging dimensions
80.3x59x33.3 in |
204x152x77 cm
Packaging weight
557.8 lb | 253 kg

51.2 in | 130 cm

76.8 in | 195 cm

63 in | 160 cm

Indoor

white

red

blue

green

grey

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 3020
TEXTURED

RAL 5001
TEXTURED

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

RAL 7044
TEXTURED

OVAL

DTO-1N

DTO-2N

DTO-3N

DTO-4N

DTO-5N

DTO-7N

4.890 €

RECTANGULAR

DTR-1N

DTR-2N

DTR-3N

DTR-4N

DTR-5N

DTR-7N

4.790 €

TOP

20

black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED
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Outdoor

inox

white

black

red

blue

green
green

shot
blasting

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 3020
TEXTURED

RAL 5001
TEXTURED

OVAL

DTO-X

DTOX-1N

DTOX-2N

DTOX-3N

DTOX-4N

DTOX-5N

5.950 €

RECTANGULAR

DTR-X

DTRX-1N

DTRX-2N

DTRX-3N

DTRX-4N

DTRX-5N

5.850 €

TOP

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

Customised players
(2 Complete teams)

250 €

Ask for Customisation options

Suggested sets
Set 1

Set 2

1 — RS2 Dining Oval
4 — Ombra Counter
2 — Ombra Counter with backrest

1 — RS2 Dining Rectangular
4 — Ombra Counter
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RS3 Wood Football Table
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2012
Materials
Inox finish: Shot blasted stainless steel lacquered.
RAL colour finish: Steel with
cataphoretic coating process and
micro textured powder coated polyester paint.
Field: HPL (green, cream or black).
Players: Cast aluminium.
Handles: Iroko wood.
Legs: Iroko wood.

Includes
Balls set (7 units)
2 extra players (1 per team)

Colours
3.270 €

white

black

green

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

RS3W-1N

RS3W-2N

RS3W-5N

vs.

vs.

36 in | 92 cm

Product weight
172 lb | 78 kg
Packaging dimensions
63x53x22 in |
160x134,6x55,9 cm
Packaging weight
242.5 lb | 110 kg

vs.

59.5 in | 151 cm

34 in | 86 cm

3.970 €

51 in | 128 cm

Inox

inox shot
blasting
RS3W-X
vs.

Customised players
(2 Complete teams)

250 €

Ask for Customisation options
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RS3 Wood Gold Football Table
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2016
Materials
Structure: Steel with cataphoretic coating
process and micro textured powder coated
polyester paint.
Legs: Iroko wood.
Field: HPL (black).
Players: Cast aluminium in gold and silver
chrome plating.
Handles: Iroko wood.
Gold chrome plating bearing: The score
counter, ball bearing, screws and other small
pieces.

Includes
Balls set (7 units)
2 extra players (1 per team)

4.490 €

gold
chrome
plating
and black
RAL 9016
TEXTURED
RS3W-GN

vs.

51 in | 128 cm

34 in | 86 cm

36 in | 92 cm

Product weight
172 lb | 78 kg
Packaging dimensions
63x53x22 in |
160x134,6x55,9 cm
Packaging weight
242.5 lb | 110 kg

59.5 in | 151 cm
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RS3 Wood Dining Table
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2020
Materials
Inox finish: Shot blasted stainless steel
lacquered.
RAL colour finish: Steel with cataphoretic
coating process and micro textured powder
coated polyester paint.
Glass: 0.4 in | 1 cm tempered glass.
Field: HPL (green, cream or black).
Players: Cast aluminium.
Handles: Wood with polyester paint.
Legs: Iroko wood.

Includes
Balls set (7 units)
2 extra players (1 for team)

Colours

inox
shot blasting
vs.

white

black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

vs.

vs.

green

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED
vs.

Product weight
295.4 lb | 134 kg
39.4 in | 100 cm

Packaging dimensions
80.3x59x33.3 in |
204x152x77 cm

51.2 in | 130 cm

Packaging weight
530.2 lb | 240,5 kg

76.8 in | 195 cm

63 in | 160 cm

white

black

green
green

inox

RAL 9010
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

OVAL

DTOW-1N

DTOW-2N

DTOW-5N

4.650€

DTOW-X

5.490€

RECTANGULAR

DTRW-2N

DTRW-3N

DTRW-5N

4.550 €

DTRW-X

5.370€

TOP

shot blasting

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

Customised players
(2 Complete teams)

250 €

Ask for Customisation options
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RS3 Football Table
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2011
Materials
Structure: Steel with cataphoretic
coating process and micro textured powder
coated polyester paint.
Field: HPL (green, cream or black).
Players: Cast aluminium.
Handles: Wood with polyester paint.

Includes
Balls set (7 units)
2 extra players (1 per team)

Colours
2.750 €

white

black

red

green

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 3020
TEXTURED

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

RS3-1N

RS3-2N

RS3-3N

RS3-5N

vs.

vs.

vs.

vs.

36 in | 92 cm

Product weight
145.5 lb | 66 kg
Packaging dimensions
63x53x22 in |
160x134,6x55,9 cm
Packaging weight
216 lb | 98 kg

51 in | 128 cm

33.5 in | 85 cm

59.5 in | 151 cm

Customised players
(2 Complete teams)

250 €

Ask for Customisation options
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RS4 Home Football Table
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2020
Materials
Structure: Steel with cataphoretic
coating process and micro textured
powder coated polyester paint.
Field: HPL (grey).
Players: Cast aluminium.
Handles: Iroko wood.
Legs: Iroko wood.

Includes
Balls set (7 units)
2 extra players (1 per team)

Colours
2.250 €

RAL 7044
TEXTURED

RAL 1016
TEXTURED

yellow

terracotta
NCS S
4040Y80R
TEXTURED

RAL 5001
TEXTURED

blue

RS4H-7N

RS4H-8N

RS4H-6N

RS4H-N

vs.

vs.

vs.

vs.

Product weight
136.7 lb | 62 kg

36 in | 92 cm

grey

Packaging dimensions
63x35.4x15 in |
160x90x38 cm
Packaging weight
202.8 lb | 92 kg

51 in | 128 cm

34 in | 86 cm

59.5 in | 151 cm

RS4 Home comes disassembled so it is easier to deliver
and has a lower environmental impact.
Easy assembling, for doing it yourself with no need of a professional
team.
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RS MAX Football Table
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2020
Materials
Structure: Steel with cataphoretic coating
process and micro textured powder coated
polyester paint.
Field: HPL (green or black).
Players: Cast aluminium.
Handles: Iroko wood.
Legs: Iroko wood.

Includes
Balls set (7 units)
4 extra players (2 per team)

Colours
5.950 €

green

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

RSMAX- 1N

RSMAX-2N

RSMAX-7N

vs.

vs.

vs.

36 in | 92 cm

Product weight
275.6 lb | 125 kg
Packaging dimensions
113.4x52x20.9 in |
288x132x53 cm
Packaging weight
445.3 lb | 202 kg
108 in | 276 cm

51 in | 128 cm

black

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

34 in | 86 cm

white

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

Customised players
(2 Complete teams)

450 €

Ask for Customisation options
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RS MAX Dining Table
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2020
Materials
Structure: Steel with cataphoretic coating
process and micro textured powder coated
polyester paint.
Glass: 0.4 in | 1 cm templated glass.
Field: HPL (green or black).
Players: Cast aluminium.
Handles: Iroko wood.
Legs: Iroko wood.

Includes
Balls set (7 units).
4 extra players (2 per team)

Colours
7.500 €

white

black

green

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

DTRMAX-1N

DTRMAX-2N

DTRMAX-5N

vs.

vs.

39.4 in | 100 cm

vs.

Product weight
619.5 lb | 281 kg
Packaging dimensions
116.1x55.1x30.1 in |
295x140x77 cm
Packaging weight
813.5 lb | 369 kg

51.2 in | 130 cm

113.4 in | 288 cm

Customised players
(2 Complete teams)

450 €

Ask for Customisation options

Suggested sets
Set 1
1 — RS MAX Dining
8 — Ombra Counter
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RS Football Table Customisation
Customisation options included when you order a football table.

Line Up

C1

C2 - Standard

3•3•4

2•5•3

Players

Choose the player that best suits your kind of play.

two feet

one feet

Gender
all boys

all girls

girls vs. boys

mixed teams

vs.

+

Girl players only available with two feet.

Skin colour
white

black

mixed teams

Ask for logos and more customisation options.

Special player customisation
Players' customisation examples.

index
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Football Table Accessories
7 units set

Standard

RSBALLSTD

Silent

RSBALLSIL

30 €

30 €

RS3 Wood
RS3WWH

Rectangular or oval glass top
+ assembling brackets (only for RS2)

27 players + 1 goal keeper + 2 extra
player

Oval

2 Foot team

Rectangular

RSTEAM12

1 Foot team

250 €

RSTEAM12F

250 €

280 €

RS MAX
2 Foot team player

625 €

280 €

RS MAX
1 Foot team player

625 €

4 units set
(2 wheels with brakes)
RS2WH

10 players + 1 goal keeper + 1 extra player

Extra Players RS MAX

Wheels
RS2

Dining Table Kit

Extra Players

Balls

TEAMAX30

TEAMAX30F

DOVALKIT

DRECTKIT

RS Football Tables
RS2·RS3·RS3Wood·RS4Home

RSFTC

RS MAX

RSMAXCOV

RS2·RS3Wood

RSDINOVALCOV

RS2

FASRS2

RS3 Wood
FASRS3W

220 €

220 €

1.490 €

Protective Cover

RS Dining Oval

Floor Anchoring System

1.595 €

RS Dining Rectangular
RS2·RS3Wood

RSDINRECTCOV

RS MAX Dining
RSMAXDINCOV

240 €

405 €

310 €

265 €

455 €

Protective cover fabric
100% solution dyed polyester.
Polyurethane coating on one side.
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B-Around Table
by Antoni Pallejà Office, 2019
Materials
Structure: Steel with cataphoretic coating
process and micro textured powder coated
polyester paint.
Top: Iroko wood.

Product options
Ask for power socket options.
All sizes available in two widths:
25.6 in | 65 cm or 33.5 in | 85 cm (except for
square and round tables), and available in two
heights: 29.5 in | 75 cm and 41.3 in | 105 cm

Structure

iroko

black

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

29,5 in | 75 cm

285

41.3 in | 105 cm

white

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

Iroko top

29,5 in | 75 cm
25.6 in | 65 cm

70.9 in | 180 cm

33.5 cm | 85 cm

29,5 in | 75 cm

180

41.3 cm | 105 cm

25.6 in | 65 cm

86.6 in | 220 cm

33.5 cm | 85 cm

220

41.3 cm | 105 cm

33.5 cm | 85 cm

25.6 in | 65 cm

112.2 in | 285 cm

285x65x75
Product weight
125.7 lb | 57 kg

285x65x105
Product weight
125.7 lb | 57 kg

285x85x75
Product weight
138.9 lb | 63 kg

285x85x105
Product weight
138.9 lb | 63 kg

Packaging dimensions
115x28.3x11.8 in |
292x72x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
115x28.3x11.8 in |
292x72x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
115x36.2x11.8 in |
292x92x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
115x36.2x11.8 in |
292x92x30 cm

Packaging weight
218.3 lb | 99 kg

Packaging weight
218.3 lb | 99 kg

Packaging weight
242.5 lb | 110 kg

Packaging weight
242.5 lb | 110 kg

220x65x75
Product weight
97 lb | 44 kg

220x65x105
Product weight
97 lb | 44 kg

220x85x75
Product weight
114.6 lb | 52 kg

220x85x105
Product weight
114.6 lb | 52 kg

Packaging dimensions
89.4x28.3x11.8 in |
227x72x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
89.4x28.3x11.8 in |
227x72x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
89.4x36.2x11.8 in |
227x92x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
89.4x36.2x11.8 in |
227x92x30 cm

Packaging weight
178.6 lb | 81 kg

Packaging weight
178.6 lb | 81 kg

Packaging weight
209.4 lb | 95 kg

Packaging weight
209.4 lb | 95 kg

180x65x75
Product weight
79.4 lb | 36 kg

180x65x105
Product weight
79.4 lb | 36 kg

180x85x75
Product weight
92.6 lb | 42 kg

180x85x105
Product weight
92.6 lb | 42 kg

Packaging dimensions
73.6x28.3x11.8 in |
187x72x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
73.6x28.3x11.8 in |
187x72x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
73.6x36.2x11.8 in |
187x92x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
73.6x36.2x11.8 in |
187x92x30 cm

Packaging weight
136.7 lb | 62 kg

Packaging weight
136.7 lb | 62 kg

Packaging weight
156.5 lb | 71 kg

Packaging weight
156.5 lb | 71 kg
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B-Around Table

47 in | 120 cm

47 in | 120 cm

41.3 cm | 105 cm

33.5 in | 85 cm

33.5 in | 85 cm

29,5 in | 75 cm

85 Square

25.6 in | 65 cm

25.6 in | 65 cm

32

41.3 cm | 105 cm

29,5 in | 75 cm

65 Square

41.3 cm | 105 cm

160x65x105
Product weight
70.5 lb | 32 kg

160x85x75
Product weight
81.6 lb | 37 kg

160x85x105
Product weight
81.6 lb | 37 kg

Packaging dimensions
65.7x28.3x11.8 in |
167x72x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
65.7x28.3x11.8 in |
167x72x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
65.7x36.2x11.8 in |
167x92x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
65.7x36.2x11.8 in |
167x92x30 cm

Packaging weight
116.8 lb | 53 kg

Packaging weight
116.8 lb | 53 kg

Packaging weight
136.7 lb | 62 kg

Packaging weight
136.7 lb | 62 kg

120x65x75
Product weight
52.9 lb | 24 kg

120x65x105
Product weight
52.9 lb | 24 kg

120x85x75
Product weight
61.7 lb | 28 kg

120x85x105
Product weight
61.7 lb | 28 kg

Packaging dimensions
50x28.3x11.8 in |
127x72x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
50x28.3x11.8 in |
127x72x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
50x36.2x11.8 in |
127x92x30 cm

Packaging dimensions
50x36.2x11.8 in |
127x92x30 cm

Packaging weight
90.4 lb | 41 kg

Packaging weight
90.4 lb | 41 kg

Packaging weight
105.8 lb | 48 kg

Packaging weight
105.8 lb | 48 kg

120x120x75
Product weight
105.8 lb | 48 kg
Packaging dimensions
50x50x13.8 in |
127x127x35 cm
Packaging weight
160.9 lb | 73 kg

100 Square

39.4 in | 100 cm

29,5 in | 75 cm

29,5 in | 75 cm

120 Square

33.5 cm | 85 cm

25.6 in | 65 cm

47 in | 120 cm

29,5 in | 75 cm

120

160x65x75
Product weight
70.5 lb | 32 kg

39.4 in | 100 cm

25.6 in | 65 cm

63 in | 160 cm

33.5 cm | 85 cm

29,5 in | 75 cm

160

41.3 cm | 105 cm

by Antoni Pallejà Office, 2019

85x85x75
Product weight
75 lb | 34 kg

85x85x105
Product weight
77.2 lb | 35 kg

Packaging dimensions
36.2x36.2x13.8 in |
92x92x35 cm

Packaging dimensions
36.2x36.2x13.8 in |
92x92x35 cm

Packaging weight
108 lb | 49 kg

Packaging weight
110.2 lb | 50 kg

65x65x75
Product weight
61.7 lb | 28 kg

65x65x105
Product weight
63.9 lb | 29 kg

Packaging dimensions
28.3x28.3x13.8 in |
72x72x35 cm

Packaging dimensions
28.3x28.3x13.8 in |
72x72x35 cm

Packaging weight
83.8 lb | 38 kg

Packaging weight
86 lb | 39 kg

100x100x75
Product weight
92.6 lb | 42 kg
Packaging dimensions
42.1x42.1x13.8 in |
107x107x35 cm
Packaging weight
138.9 lb | 63 kg
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B-Around Table
by Antoni Pallejà Office, 2019

47 in | 120 cm

47 in | 120 cm

29,5 in | 75 cm
39.4 in | 100 cm

33.5 in | 85 cm

41.3 cm | 105 cm

85 Round

25.6 in | 65 cm

25.6 in | 65 cm

41.3 cm | 105 cm

29,5 in | 75 cm

65 Round

100 Round
29,5 in | 75 cm

120x120x75
Product weight
103.6 lb | 47 kg
Packaging dimensions
50x50x13.8 in |
127x127x35 cm
Packaging weight
158.7 lb | 72 kg

39.4 in | 100 cm
39.4 in | 100 cm

29,5 in | 75 cm

120 Round

85x85x75
Product weight
72.8 lb | 33 kg

85x85x105
Product weight
75 lb | 34 kg

Packaging dimensions
36.2x36.2x13.8 in |
92x92x35 cm

Packaging dimensions
36.2x36.2x13.8 in |
92x92x35 cm

Packaging weight
105.8 lb | 48 kg

Packaging weight
108 lb | 49 kg

65x65x75
Product weight
59.5 lb | 27 kg

65x65x105
Product weight
61.7 lb | 28 kg

Packaging dimensions
28.3x28.3x13.8 in |
72x72x35 cm

Packaging dimensions
28.3x28.3x13.8 in |
72x72x35 cm

Packaging weight
81.6 lb | 37 kg

Packaging weight
83.8 lb | 38 kg

100x100x75
Product weight
90.4 lb | 41 kg
Packaging dimensions
42.1x42.1x13.8 in |
107x107x35 cm
Packaging weight
136.7 lb | 62 kg
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B-Around Table
by Antoni Pallejà Office, 2019
RECTANGULAR
L

W

cm

TALL

LOW

TALL

LOW

cm

41.30 in | 105 cm

29.5 in | 75 cm

41.30 in | 105 cm

29.5 in | 75 cm

65

BA285WT65IKN

BA285WL65IKN

BA285BT65IKN

BA285BL65IKN

2.100€

BA285BL85IKN

2.350€

BA220BL65IKN

1.750€

BA220BL85IKN

1.990€

BA180BL65IKN

1.550€

BA180BL85IKN

1.750€

BA160BL65IKN

1.400€

BA160BL85IKN

1.590€

BA120BL65IKN

1.200€

BA120BL85IKN

1.390€

285
85
65

BA285WL85IKN

BA220WT65IKN

BA220WL65IKN

BA220BT65IKN

220
85
65

BA220WL85IKN

BA180WT65IKN

BA180WL65IKN

BA180BT65IKN

180
85
65

BA180WL85IKN

BA160WT65IKN

BA160WL65IKN

BA160BT65IKN

160
85
65

BA160WL85IKN

BA120WT65IKN

BA120WL65IKN

BA120BT65IKN

120
85

BA120WL85IKN

SQUARE
LXW
cm

TALL

41.30 in | 105 cm

LOW

29.5 in | 75 cm

TALL

41.30 in | 105 cm

LOW

29.5 in | 75 cm

120
SQUARE

BA120SQWLIKN

BA120SQBLIKN

1.250€

100
SQUARE

BA100SQWLIKN

BA100SQBLIKN

1.100€

85
SQUARE

BA85SQWTIKN

BA85SQWLIKN

BA85SQBTIKN

BA85SQBLIKN

760€

65
SQUARE

BA65SQWTIKN

BA65SQWLIKN

BA65SQBTIKN

BA65SQBLIKN

690€

ROUND
LXW
cm

34

TALL

41.30 in | 105 cm

LOW

29.5 in | 75 cm

TALL

41.30 in | 105 cm

LOW

29.5 in | 75 cm

120
ROUND

BA120RWLIKN

BA120RBLIKN

1.420€

100
ROUND

BA100RWLIKN

BA100RBLIKN

1.250€

85
ROUND

BA85RWTIKN

BA85RWLIKN

BA85RBTIKN

BA85RBLIKN

810€

65
ROUND

BA65RWTIKN

BA65RWLIKN

BA65RBTIKN

BA65RBLIKN

690€
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Suggested sets
Set 1

Set 2

1 — B-Around 180L x 75H x 85W
1 — You and Me 180 bench
1 — You and Me 120 bench
3 — You and Me 50 stool
3 — Cushions 50
1 — Cushion 120

1 — B-Around 180L x 105H x 65W
3 — Ombra Bar stool with backrest
3 — Ombra Bar stool

Set 3
1 — B-Around 220L x 75H x 85W
1 — You and Me 220 bench
1 — You and Me 120 bench
2 — You and Me 50 stool
3 — Ombra counter stool with backrest
2 — Cushions 50
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Ombra Stool
by Emiliana Design Studio, 2019
Materials
Steel with cataphoretic coating process
with micro textured powder coated
polyester paint.

Product options
With or without backrest.

Colours

blue

green

15 in | 38 cm

25.6 in | 65 cm

Product weight
17.9 lb | 8,1 kg

17.7 in | 45 cm

Low

Packaging
dimensions
18.9x16.5x26.4 in |
48x42x67 cm
Packaging weight
20 lb | 9 kg

15 in | 38 cm

17.7 in | 45 cm

Product weight
13.2 lb | 6 kg

17.7 in | 45 cm

Packaging
dimensions
17.3x15.1x19.3 in |
44x38,5x49 cm
Packaging weight
14.3 lb | 6,5 kg

15 in | 38 cm

29.5 in | 75 cm
17.7 in | 45 cm

Counter with backrest

Packaging
dimensions
20.1x17.5x42.9 in |
51x44,5x109 cm
Packaging weight
23.1 lb | 10,5 kg

Product weight
19 lb | 8,7 kg

15 in | 38 cm

Counter

Packaging weight
22 lb | 10 kg

Product weight
20.9 lb | 9,5 kg

17.7 in | 45 cm

Low with backrest

Packaging
dimensions:
18.9x16.5x39.4 in |
48x42x100 cm
Packaging weight
22 lb | 10 kg

Product weight
14.5 lb | 6,6 kg

15 in | 38 cm

17.7 in | 45 cm

Packaging
dimensions
20.1x17.5x42.9 in |
51x44,5x109 cm

Bar with backrest

25.6 in | 65 cm

15 in | 38 cm

29.5 in | 75 cm

Product weight
19.6 lb | 8,9 kg

17.7 in | 45 cm

Bar
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grey

RAL 5001 NCS S7005-B80G RAL 7044
TEXTURED
TEXTURED
TEXTURED

35 in | 88 cm

red

RAL 3020
TEXTURED

30 in | 77 cm

black

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

24.5 in | 57 cm

white

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

17.7 in | 45 cm

Packaging
dimensions
17.3x15.1x28 in |
44x38,5x71 cm
Packaging weight
15 lb | 7 kg
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Ombra Stool
by Emiliana Design Studio, 2019

white

BAR

BAR
BACKREST

COUNTER

COUNTER BACKREST

LOW

LOW
BACKREST

black

red

blue

green

grey

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

RAL 3020
TEXTURED

RAL 5001
TEXTURED

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

RAL 7044
TEXTURED

OMBAR-1N

OMBAR-2N

OMBAR-3N

OMBAR-4N

OMBAR-5N

OMBAR-7N

290€

OMBARBR-1N

OMBARBR-2N

OMBARBR-3N

OMBARBR-4N

OMBARBR-5N

OMBARBR-7N

305€

OMCOU-1N

OMCOU-2N

OMCOU-3N

OMCOU-4N

OMCOU-5N

OMCOU-7N

265€

OMCOUBR-1N

OMCOUBR-2N

OMCOUBR-3N

OMCOUBR-4N

OMCOUBR-5N

OMCOUBR-7N

280€

OMLOW-1N

OMLOW-2N

OMLOW-3N

OMLOW-4N

OMLOW-5N

OMLOW-7N

195€

OMLOWBR-1N

OMLOWBR-2N

OMLOWBR-3N

OMLOWBR-4N

OMLOWBR-5N

OMLOWBR-7N

210€

Custom colour available from 12 units.
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Plec Rectangular Coffee Table
by Antoni Pallejà Office, 2017
Materials
Steel with cataphoretic coating process and
micro textured powder coated polyester paint.
Top: Steel or marble.
All the table sizes include levelers.

Product options
Steel legs and top or steel legs and marble
top.

green

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

black
marquina

red
francia

23.5 in | 60 cm

45.3 in | 115 cm

Steel
Product weight
52.5 lb | 23,8 kg
Packaging dimensions
47.2x26x19.7 in |
120x66x50 cm

27.5 | 70 cm

Packaging weight
55.12 lb | 25 kg

Marble

green
aver

Small

Medium
11.8 in | 30 cm

Large

white
carrara

Steel

18 in | 45,5 cm

terracotta

NCS S 4040Y80R
TEXTURED

14 in | 35,6 cm

black

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

27.5 in | 70 cm

white

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

Marble

Product weight
45.2 lb | 20,5 kg
Packaging dimensions
29.5x29.5x15.4 in |
75x75x39 cm

14.8 in | 37,5 cm
14.8 in | 37,5 cm

Steel

Packaging weight
48,5 lb | 22 kg

Marble

Steel
Product weight
18.3 lb | 8,3 kg
Packaging dimensions
16.5x16.5x20.1 in |
42x42x51 cm
Packaging weight
22 lb | 10 kg

Marble

Product weight
92.6 lb | 42 kg

Product weight
75 lb | 34 kg

Product weight
25.6 lb | 11,6 kg

Packaging dimensions
49.2x27.6x19.7 in |
125x70x50 cm

Packaging dimensions
31.5x31.5x22.4 in |
80x80x57 cm

Packaging dimensions
17.7x17.7x19.7 in |
45x45x50 cm

Packaging weight
152.1 lb | 69 kg

Packaging weight
120.2 lb | 54,5 kg

Packaging weight
35.3 lb | 16 kg

Suggested sets

38

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

1 — Plec large
1 — Plec medium

1 — Plec medium
1 — Plec small

1 — Plec large
1 — Plec small
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Plec Round Coffee Table
by Antoni Pallejà Office, 2020
Materials
Steel with cataphoretic coating process and
micro textured powder coated polyester paint
Top: Steel or marble.
All the table sizes include levelers.

Product options
Steel legs and top or steel legs and marble
top.

Steel

terracotta

NCS S 4040Y80R
TEXTURED

green

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

black
marquina

red
francia

green
aver

Small
12.6 in | 32 cm

Large

white
carrara

35.5 in | 90 cm

35.5 in | 90 cm

Steel

20 in | 50 cm

black

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

Product weight
44 lb | 29 kg
Packaging dimensions
37.4x37.4x18.5 in |
95x95x47 cm
Packaging weight
81.6 lb | 37 kg

Marble
Product weight
114.6 lb | 52 kg

20 in | 50 cm
20 in | 50 cm

white

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

Marble

Steel
Product weight
30.9 lb | 14 kg
Packaging dimensions
21.7x21.7x21.7 in |
55x55x55 cm
Packaging weight
33 lb | 15 kg

Marble
Product weight
48.5 lb | 22 kg

Packaging dimensions
39.8x39.8x21.8 in |
101x101x55,5 cm

Packaging dimensions
26x24x22 in |
66x61x56 cm

Packaging weight
163.1 lb | 74 kg

Packaging weight
61.7 lb | 28 kg
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Plec Desk
by Antoni Pallejà Office, 2020
Materials
Steel with cataphoretic coating process and
micro textured powder coated polyester paint.
Top: Steel or marble.
The table includes levelers.

Product options
Steel legs and top or steel legs and marble
top.

Steel

Marble

white

black

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

terracotta

NCS S 4040Y80R
TEXTURED

29.4 in | 74,7 cm

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

23.5 in | 60 cm

45.3 in | 115 cm

green

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

white
carrara

black
marquina

red
francia

green
aver

Steel
Product weight
90.4 lb | 41 kg
Packaging dimensions
47.2x26x36.6 in |
120x66x93 cm
Packaging weight
108 lb | 49 kg

Marble
Product weight
134.5 lb | 61 kg
Packaging dimensions
49.2x27.5x38 in |
125x70x96,5 cm
Packaging weight
185.2 lb | 84 kg
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Plec Pedestal
by Antoni Pallejà Office, 2020
Materials
Steel with cataphoretic coating process and
micro textured powder coated polyester paint.

Steel

white

black

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

terracotta

NCS S 4040Y80R
TEXTURED

green

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

31.5 in | 80 cm

Steel

14.8 in | 37,5 cm

14.8 in | 37,5 cm

Product weight
29.8 lb | 13,5 kg
Packaging dimensions
16.5x16.5x33.8 in |
42x42x86 cm
Packaging weight
32 lb | 14,5 kg

Marble
Product weight
46.3 lb | 21 kg
Packaging dimensions
26x24x36.6 in |
66x61x93 cm
Packaging weight
59.5 lb | 27 kg
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Steel

white

RAL 9016
TEXTURED

black

RAL 9005
TEXTURED

Marble

green

NCS S7005B80G
TEXTURED

terracotta
NCS S
4040Y89R
TEXTURED

white
carrara

black
marquina

green
aver

red
francia

Plec Rectangular Coffee Table Table
LARGE

PLESTL-1N

PLESTL-2N

PLESTL-5N

PLESTL-6N

610€

PLEMAL-1N

PLEMAL-2N

PLEMAL-5N

1.420€

PLEMAL-6N

1.720€

MEDIUM

PLESTM-1N

PLESTM-2N

PLESTM-5N

PLESTM-6N

485€

PLEMAM-1N

PLEMAM-2N

PLEMAM-5N

1.280€

PLEMAM-6N

1.350€

SMALL

PLESTS-1N

PLESTS-2N

PLESTS-5N

PLESTS-6N

270€

PLEMAS-1N

PLEMAS-2N

PLEMAS-5N

595€

PLEMAS-6N

650€

Plec Round Coffee Table
LARGE

SMALL

PLERND90STL-1N

PLERND90STL-2N

PLERND90STL-5N

PLERND90STL-6N

550€

PLERND90MBL-1N

PLERND90MBL-2N

PLERND90MBL-5N

1.750€

PLERND90MBL-6N

1.950€

PLERND50STL-1N

PLERND50STL-2N

PLERND50STL-5N

PLERND50STL-6N

395€

PLERND50MBL-1N

PLERND50MBL-2N

PLERND50MBL-5N

1.100€

PLERND50MBL-6N

1.275€

PLEDESKSTL-2N

PLEDESKSTL-5N

PLEDESKSTL-6N

820€

PLEDESKMBL-1N

PLEDESKMBL-2N

PLEDESKMBL-5N

1.550€

PLEDESKMBL-6N

1.950€

PLEPEDESTL-2N

PLEPEDESTL-5N

PLEPEDESTL-6N

380€

Plec Desk Table

PLEDESKSTL-1N

Plec Pedestal

PLEPEDESTL-1N

Custom colour available from 8 units.
42
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On The Road Bench
by Stone Designs, 2008
Materials
Structure: Cross-ply beech base with solid
beech legs.
Upholstery: Uniform Mélange from
Kvadrat (68% wool, 22% nylon and 10%
polyester).
Strap: 100% polyester.
Stuffing: Mix of natural and synthetic fibres.

Colours
875 €
Upholstery - Kvadrat

0193

0133

0103

19 in | 48 cm

ONTHRFKCAV ONTHRFKASH ONTHRFKWHI

59 in | 150 cm
16 in | 40 cm

0983
ONTHRFKPEA

Strap

grosella
1015

roto
1246

royal
974

Product weight
28.7 l | 13 kg
Packaging dimensions
60.2x16.9x16.5 in |
152x43x42 cm
Packaging weight
33 lb | 15 kg
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Wall Champions 1 Coat Hook
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2007
Materials
Player: Cast aluminium.

Customise it
with your team

35 €

Gold | Silver finish

5 in | 13 cm

50 €

2 in | 6 cm 4 in | 10 cm

Product weight
0.7 lb | 0,3 kg
Packaging dimensions
3.2x6.3x4.3 in |
8x16x11 cm
Packaging weight
0.7 lb | 0,3 kg

Wall Champions 4 Coat Rack
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2007
Materials
Player: Cast aluminium.
Rod: Satin finish steel + wooden handle.

Customise it
with your team

110 €

Gold | Silver finish
160 €

5 in | 13 cm

Product weight
4.5 lb | 2 kg
Packaging dimensions
28x6.3x4.3 in |
71x16x11 cm

4 in | 10 cm

Argentina

44

Blue-red

France

Germany

Italy

26 in | 65 cm

Netherlands

Spain

Brazil

England

Packaging weight
5 lb | 2,3 kg

White

USA

Gold

Silver
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Wood Champions Coat Rack
by Rafael Rodríguez, 2017
Materials
Player: Beech wood.
Rod: Satin finish steel + beech wood
handle.

It comes with stickers to
customise the players

80 €

WOODCH

5 in | 13 cm

Product weight
4.5 lb | 2 kg

3 in | 7 cm

Packaging dimensions
28x6.3x4.3 in |
71x16x11 cm
26 in | 65 cm

Packaging weight
5 lb | 2,3 kg
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Mon Oncle Barbecue
by Mermelada Estudio, 2014
Materials
Structure: Steel with cataphoretic coating
process and micro textured powder coated
polyester paint.
Grill: Stainless steel.
Inside tray: Stainless steel.
Strap: Fabric and leather handle.

Colours

blue

green

grey

RAL 5001
TEXTURED

NCS S7005-B80G
TEXTURED

RAL 7044
TEXTURED

MOBB-4N

MOBB-5N

MOBB-7N

17.3 in | 44 cm

46

5.3 in | 16,6 cm

12.6 in | 32 cm

280 €

Product Weight
13.9 lb | 6,3 kg
Packaging
dimensions
19.7x15.6x7.1 in |
50x39x18 cm
Packaging weight
17.6 lb | 8 kg
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General Sales Conditions
All customer’s orders to RS Barcelona mean full acceptance of the following General Sales Conditions.
-

All prices are Public Price in € and EXW Barcelona.
Taxes not included.
Orders must be confirmed in a written form.
RS Barcelona will own the goods until order’s full payment.
Estimated shipping date will be informed at order confirmation.
Order cancellations after 48 hours of placement will incur a cancellation fee of 10% of the order value.
Claims after 48 hours of delivery will not be accepted.
Returns will not be allowed without prior authorization from RS Barcelona.
Transport costs are not included (see shipping terms and costs table).
QUICK SHIP

- QS products, marked with a blue sticker, are shipped within 48 hours after order confirmation.
- QS products are always standard finishes (check the finishes shown in our price list).
- Standard football tables are always:
- 2 feet players
- Male players
- Mixed light and dark skin players
- You can choose the players line up: C1 (3-3-4) or C2 (2-5-3)
- QS does not include multiple and combined orders.
- RS Barcelona reserves the right to inform the client if QS inventory is depleted.
SHIPPING TERMS AND COSTS
-

Delivery service is door to door (at street level). Lifting not included.
Assembly is not included.
Any additional services previously requested will be quoted case by case.
2 or more game tables: Apply 20% discount.

SPAIN

MINIMUM SHIPPING FEE

DROP SHIP DELIVERY (DOOR TO DOOR)

30 €

4%

WAREHOUSE DELIVERY
FREE
On orders over net price 750 €

GROUP 1

45 €

10%

7%

GROUP 2

50 €

12%

9%

GROUP 3

55 €

14%

11%

SPAIN*

GROUP 1

GROUP 2

GROUP 3

PENÍNSULA
BALEARES

AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE*
GERMANY
LUXEMBOURG
NETHERLANDS
PORTUGAL

CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
HUNGARY
ITALY*
SLOVENIA
SLOVAKIA
LATVIA
POLAND

ANDORRA*
BULGARY
ESTONIA
GREECE*
IRELAND
LITHUANIA
ROMANIA
SWITZERLAND*
SWEEDEN*
UK*

Exceptions
Please, pay attention to the following exceptions and ask for quotation if required:
· Areas not listed in any group are quoted case by case.
* Deliveries to islands and remote areas might incur in additional charges.
* Andorra, Switzerland and UK: Sold under DAP terms (the import clearance and taxes are not included).
Are you planning to place a large order and want a better price?
Please contact us and we will send you a competitive quotation.
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Materials

Top quality, the ability to withstand intensive use, and long-lasting durability. These are concepts we take for granted when we’re
looking for an item to incorporate in our lives. Durability is the cornerstone of all the decisions we make in our product development
process. We select materials and use manufacturing processes that ensure optimal toughness and longevity.
As designers and manufacturers, at RS Barcelona we’re committed to exclusively using materials that meet the highest standards
of sustainability and social responsibility at any point of their life cycle. To have full knowledge of their source, in order to ensure
that they can be transformed and reused, and that they do not contain environmentally harmful chemical components. We meet this
challenge in order to be able to guarantee that RS Barcelona pieces are manufactured with materials that protect and are respectful
of people's health and the environment.

Certificates and Labels
Steel
The metal we use in the manufacture of our pieces is steel-alloy DC01 and stainless steel-alloy AISI 316, one of the highest quality
standards.
Wood
All the wood we use in our products is sourced from sustainably managed and environmentally-friendly forests with FSC/FECP
certification. Moreover, we do not use any raw materials sourced from species on the CITES (Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) list.
HPL
The HPL boards we use comply with the EN 438 and ISO 4586 standards and also comply with the E1 standard on formaldehyde
emissions/concentration. In addition, they have an antibacterial treatment that reduces health risks from cross-contamination,
complying with ISO 22196:2011. BioCote® with silver ions technology reduces the level of bacteria on the surface by up to 99% and
also ensures that it can be safely in contact with foodstuff.
Paint
The manufacturers of the paints used in RS Barcelona’s products —mainly polyester powder coating— hold the EU Ecolabel
certificate, AENOR ISO 9001/2008 certification and ISO 14001/2004 environmental management certification.
Fabrics and upholstery
For our upholstered items, we only select fabrics with GREENGUARD Gold certification and comply with the UL 2818 VOC emissions
standard (UL 2818 - 2013 Gold Standard for Chemical Emissions for Building Materials, Finishes and Furnishings).
Moreover, our fabrics have passed the following regulatory tests for fire resistance, flame spread, heat emissions, fire reaction and
smoke emission: AS/NZS 1530.3-1999 / AS/NZS 3837-1998 / DIN 4102-1B2 (1998) / California Technical Bulletin 117 (2013) ASTM E1353-08a (2013) / EN13501-1).
They are also free of phthalates and hold environmental product declarations (EPD), in compliance with the EN15804 standard.
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Recyclability

Our approach to product conception factors in strategies for a responsible end of use. Items can be easily dismantled into separate
pieces, ensuring that most of them can be repaired, in order for the product to recover the use it had when originally purchased.
And when this second use is no longer feasible, we ensure that the item can be recycled to the greatest extent possible and turned
into something else. So the recyclability of our products reaches 98%*.
* Recyclable on a weight basis, in accordance with current waste disposal programmes. The recyclability calculation does not
include packaging.

Care and maintenance
Proper use and care of the pieces will ensure that they can stay with you as long as you wish.
With a few simple and basic maintenance and cleaning tips, you will be able to lengthen their useful life and retain beauty as the
pieces age.

Wood
Wood is a living material and it constantly adapts and transforms with changes in temperature and humidity. Therefore, although it
does not require special care, it does require regular maintenance to keep in good condition. The better you treat it, the longer it
will last and the better it will look.
Iroko

Iroko is an African hardwood especially for outdoor use. It can vary in colour, or even crack due to humidity or sudden changes in
temperature. Over time and in the open air exposed to elements, iroko undergoes a natural oxidation process, taking an aged silvergrey tone that makes it attractive and gives it a lot of personality.
Our iroko pieces had been treated with an oiling wood protector to prevent moisture. However, this protection naturally vanishes
over time. If you want to keep this natural finish, treat the iroko with a natural oil protector. For a more resistant protection, treat it
with a waterproof sealer. In booth cases, we recommend treating the iroko wood every three months, or more frequently at dining
and hospitality spaces, always following the oil or sealant manufacturer’s instructions.
• Clean the dust frequently.
• Clean with a cotton damp cloth in warm water and dry it fast with another cloth.
• For a deep cleaning you can use a damp cloth in warm water and a mild soap.
• Never use abrasive soap or detergent, sandpaper or steel wool since they could scratch the surface or make colours fade.
• Never use furniture cleaning or polish products containing wax, since this kind of product tend to leave a sticky layer on the
surface that attracts and catches dust and dirt.
• To remove stubborn dirt, simply use a stiff brush and a little water.
• Always scrub carefully to avoid damaging the fibres.
In the case of football, ping pong and pool tables, we always suggest the use of the protective cover whenever the piece is outside
and not used for long periods of time, such as in winter.
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Walnut, oak and beech

Walnut, oak and beech are natural woods for indoor use only. Natural woods are high quality woods that bring an attractive appeal
and a long life to the pieces. However, they require good maintenance and care so that they always look new.
Avoid hard blows and always use place mats or coasters to avoid marks and rings if placing drink ware or tabletop items on the
surface. If liquid comes in contact with the surface, dry it quickly with a cloth. Never place hot items directly on the wood, since the
heat can damage the surface and alter the colour and finish.
Cleaning:
• Cleaning the dust frequently and immediately after use with a damp cloth (preferably of cotton) will prevent fluids from penetrating
deep into the wood.
• Clean with cotton damp cloth in warm water and dry it fast with another cloth.
• For a deep cleaning you can use a damp cloth in warm water and a mild soap.
• Always clean gently in the direction of the grain.
• Never use abrasive soap or detergent, sandpaper or steel wool since they could scratch the surface or make colours fade.
• Never use furniture cleaning or polish products containing wax, since these kinds of products tend to leave a sticky layer on the
surface that attracts and catches dust and dirt.
• Avoid exposing the wood to direct sunlight, as heat can damage the wood alter its colour and shine.
• Water and moisture can also damage these woods, so try to keep them as far away as possible from these elements.

Steel and Stainless steel
For the optimal conservation of pieces manufactured in steel and stainless steel, especially if they are exposed to the elements,
periodic maintenance is advised.
For maximum resistance to corrosion, steel surfaces must always be kept clean of dust and other elements, as dirt is the worst
enemy causing corrosion. This maintenance must be tailored to the conditions to which your product is exposed (dust, dirt, humidity
in combination with heat, salty or potentially corrosive environments, etc.). This can vary from one to four times a month, in normal
settings, or up to once a day in cases of unhygienic or very rough conditions.
You must be the one who adjusts and evaluates the periodicity of the maintenance according to how the steel or stainless steel
reacts, increasing or reducing it depending on what is necessary for proper product care. In any case, we recommend cleaning it at
least once a week, as a starting point.
Please follow these simple cleaning instructions to keep the product in good condition:
• Remove dust and dirt first to avoid possible scratches when rubbing with a damp cloth.
• For cleaning both steel and stainless steel, use only a damp cloth in warm water and mild soap.
• Never use abrasive soaps or detergents, as they can leave scratches and produce discolouration.
• Rub gently with a damp cloth. Rinse and wring the cloth frequently, to keep it moist. Make sure to rinse well and dry with another
cloth.
• If the event of a spill, clean it up as quickly as possible.
• If you are unable to remove the stains with a damp cloth, apply a steel or stainless steel cleaner to the surface with a cloth. Read
the instructions from the cleaner carefully, and test it first on an inconspicuous spot. Make sure to rinse well and dry with another
cloth.
• When the piece is extremely dirty, with stains, incrustations or signs of surface discoloration due to long periods of neglect or poor
maintenance, we recommend contacting professionals to restore the surface’s initial appearance.
• For the stainless steel pieces, to eliminate possible rust stains that may appear due to a porosity defect, humidity, or misuse, it is
best to use a product directly to remove rust spots.
In the case of foosball tables, pool tables and ping pong tables, we suggest the use of the protective cover whenever the piece is
outdoors and is not used for long periods of time, such as in winter time.

HPL (High Pressure Laminate)
The HPL used in our products, in addition of being of high quality, has an antibacterial treatment that allows it to be in contact with
food with total guarantee and hygiene.
Although HPL does not require any special maintenance and care apart from normal cleaning (as you might do with any everyday
piece) it is very important to keep it clean, especially if it is also used as a dining table.
Cleaning:
• Clean with a damp cloth in warm water and mild soap.
• Never use abrasive soap or detergent, sandpaper or steel wool since they could scratch the surface or make colours fade.
• Never use furniture polish, which contains wax, since these kinds of products tend to leave a sticky layer on the surface, which
attracts dust and dirt.
If the product is used outdoors, keep it clean and in good condition, following these instructions more frequently.
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Fabrics
To enjoy your upholstery textile for a long time, cherish it and use it properly. Keep your textile as clean as possible to preserve it in
the best condition and last for long. Make sure it is cleaned regularly using a vacuum cleaner set to medium to low power and clean
with a brush or dry cloth. If a hole is made, it could damage the fabric. So always be careful with shoes, trousers and sharp objects.
Simonis 860: Diagonal indoor cloth

Composition: 90% worsted wool and 10% nylon
To enjoy the cloth for the longest time and many memorable games, use it and maintain it correctly.
• Keep the cloth as dust-free as possible and be sure to clean it regularly, using a vacuum cleaner on medium or low power or using
the brush provided with the pool table.
• Never clean it with any kind of liquid, not even water, as the fabric may become discoloured.
Kvdrat – Uniform Melange: On the road cushions

Composition: 68% new wool, 22% nylon and 10% polyester.
As they are removable casings you take them out and wash them in the washing machine, following these instructions:
• Wash at max. 30ºC and use mild process.
• Use washing detergent designated for coloured textiles and follow the manufacturer recommendations.
• Never use bleach.
• Wash the fabric inside-out and load only half on the machine.
• Spin-dry the fabric with decreased speed.
• Do not tumble dry.
• The covers should be dried while suspended and mounted or applied while still slightly damp in order to ease the process.
• If you iron it, use a low temperature (max 110ºC) without steam as moisture can cause damage to the fabric.
• If you choose professional dry cleaning with tetrachloroethylene, use a normal process.
• In case of greasy stains or liquid spills, if you act quickly, it is not difficult to remove them and prevent stains from forming. First,
scrape off any liquid or hardened residues with a spoon or a scoop. Any loose particles must be vacuum cleaned. In case of liquid,
soak up with an absorbent napkin or cloth. Edge marks can be avoided by dabbing gently in circular motions towards the centre
of the stain with a clean lint-free cloth. Remove non-greasy stains by carefully dabbing with lint-free cloth or sponge wrung out
in warm water. Remove greasy stains by using appropriate detergent or solvent. In all cases, we recommend to test stain removal
agent on an inconspicuous area first, to see if there is any effect on the fabric. Make sure to dry the fabric fully before use. It may
also be necessary to use a hairdryer to avoid leaving edge marks.
Sunbrella – Natté: You and Me outdoor cushions and Sunbrella – Solids: Diagonal outdoor cloth

Composition: 100% acrylic
Sumbrella's Natté fabric is highly suitable for outdoor use as it is mold and mildew resistant, UV resistant, breathable and water and
stain repellent.
As they are removable casings you take them out and wash them in the washing machine, following these instructions:
• Before washing, remove the dirt that has been deposited with a soft bristle brush to prevent it from becoming encrusted.
Hand washing:
• Soak fabric in a solution of 20 ml of mild soap per litre of warm water.
• Use a sponge or very soft bristle brush to lightly agitate the stain.
• Rinse thoroughly to remove all soap residue.
• Allow fabric to air dry.
Machine washing:
• To wash, first close all zippers.
• Wash in cold water on the delicate cycle.
• Use mild laundry detergent and follow the manufacturers recommendations.
• In case of deep stain or severe mold or mildew, you can add 60 ml of bleach.
• Allow fabric to air dry.
• Do not tumble dry.
• Never use professional dry cleaning.
In case of greasy stains or liquid spills, if you act quickly, it is not difficult to remove them and prevent stains from forming. The
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quicker you clean spills and stains, the easier they can be to remove. First, scrape off any liquid or hardened residues with a spoon
or a scoop. Any loose particles must be vacuum cleaned. In case of liquid, soak up with an absorbent napkin or cloth. Remove
non-greasy stains by carefully dabbing with clean and dry cloth. In case of oil-based spills, apply an absorbent such as corn starch,
then remove with a straight edge. Spray on a mild cleaning solution of soap (such as Dawn or Woolite) and water. Rinse the fabric
thoroughly to remove all soap residue and air dry. In all cases, we recommend to test stain removal agent on an inconspicuous
area first, to see if there is any effect on the fabric. Make sure to dry the fabric fully before use. It may also be necessary to use a
hairdryer to avoid leaving edge marks.
Mold and mildew stains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare a solution of 60 ml of bleach and 20 ml mild soap per litre of water.
Spay on entire area and allow to soak into the fabric for 15 minutes.
Clean entire area with a sponge, clean cloth or very soft bristle brush.
Rinse the fabric thoroughly to remove all soap residue.
Allow fabric to air dry.
For severe mold/mildew growth, bleach quantities may be increased.
It is best to clean the entire surface area of the fabric to avoid water rings and stains.

For Diagonal outdoor cloth, follow hand washing instructions.

Marble

Marble is a noble, very resistant stone that offers natural elegance and attractiveness to any piece. It is a porous material and stains
can easily penetrate.
For this reason, you should pay attention to the following guidelines for its cleaning and care so that it can show off its original grain
and all its natural appearance.
Apply protective pads to undersides of items being displayed on marble surfaces.
Wipe up spills immediately with a soft, clean and dry cloth.
For daily cleaning we recommend the use of only damp cloth.
If you use soap, use a neutral PH one or detergents for marble on a soft, clean and dry cloth. Carefully read the
instructions on the detergent’s label. We recommend to test it on an inconspicuous area first, to see if there is any effect on the
marble.
Do not use ammonia, bleach and highly alkaline or acidic cleaners, which can damage the marble and it can lose its natural
brightness.
Alkaline or acidic liquids (lemon, vinegar...) can damage the marble. Remove the liquid as quickly as possible with a dry
cloth and clean the marble with another damp cloth with water.

In the case of foosball tables, pool tables and ping pong tables, we suggest the use of the protective cover whenever the piece is
outdoors and is not used for long periods of time, such as in winter time.
These care and maintenance tips and recommendations are included in the User’s Manual of each one of our products.

Warranty
For two years from purchase date, RS Barcelona warrants its products against manufacturing defects and material provided that the
product is used under the conditions for which it was designed and the product is used for its intended purpose.
Damage caused by product misuse or improper use, and transport manipulation, ultraviolet light, water, sea air or extreme changes
in temperature are specifically excluded from the warranty.
Iroko wood parts are excluded from the warranty. As it is a living and natural material, it can vary in colour or even crack due to
humidity or sudden temperature changes. Over time and in open air exposed to elements, iroko undergoes a natural oxidation
process, taking an aged silver-grey tone. These changes are part of the natural ageing process of wood. In order to keep it in good
condition, follow the maintenance and care instructions that you will find in the User’s Manual.
Products which do not conform to the description or which are defective in material or manufacturing will be replaced, repaired
or, at RS Barcelona’s choice, credited for their original purchase price. RS Barcelona must be notified of such defect with graphic
evidence and description.
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RS-Barcelona Contact
RS Barcelona LLC (US)

Head Office & Showroom
C. Còrsega, 365

E-mail: andrea@rs-barcelona.com

08037 - Barcelona (Spain)

Phone: 424.249.9646
Los Angeles, CA

Phone: +34 936 589 503

US warehouse

E-mail: info@rs-barcelona.com
Web: rs-barcelona.com

Edison - NJ 08837

Factory
C. Ferrocarril, 16
08840 - Viladecans - Barcelona (Spain)

Warehouse
C. Noi del sucre, 3
08840 - Viladecans - Barcelona (Spain)

Follow us
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